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The tung-chih and guangxu restoration is an extremely crucial period in the 
modern Chinese history. Being facing internal and external problems, Qing dynasty 
government in dangerous didn’t be broke down after the strike of the Taiping 
rebellion. The officers tried their best and created an economy high tide. Except for 
Tseng Kuo-fan、Li chung chang、TsoTsung-t'ang who followed the Westernization 
group, plenty of local officers and social elites like Li Peijing made their endeavors 
for the restoration. Those elites being impacted by Confucianism took part into the 
history consciously and their lives、thoughts and behaviors comprised to be the main 
content of the restoration, impacting and deciding many of politics. 
Due to the different thoughts resource, there is some difference between Li 
Peijing’s thought of the tung-chih and guangxu restoration and the Westernization 
group’s. But they all countered the social change with the instruction of Confucianism 
and worshiped Inherent behaviors. They objected to reform completely and blandly. 
They stood improve step by step with fully considering the customs. And then Li 
Peijing began to practice with this kind of thought.  In the third year of Tongzhi, Li 
Peijing was promoted to be Guizhou educational administration and started the 
seventeen years of practice for political career, transferred from educational 
administration to BuZhengShi then once governor. As a true power person in that 
time, Li Peijing made a lot of endeavor involving education, suppressing the local 
rebellion, promoting fiscal reform, and subsiding the class’ conflict. He had made a 
great contribution for the restoration.  
Involving in the restoration, this group of officers all objected Sinology jiaqing 
with the instruction of traditional practical thoughts, no matter if they following the 
Westernization group or not. They opened eyes to the world and partook positively 
into the restoration. Although they facing the western strike conservatively, they still 
hope to find a self-improvement road with the instruction of Confucianism. 
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① 桑兵：《中国近现代史的贯通与滞碍》，《近代史研究》，2010 年第 2 期。 
② 芮玛丽还阐述了“同治中兴”研究的三个理由。见芮玛丽：《同治中兴：中国保守主义的 后抵抗
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